Reconnective Healing and Power vs. Force
I have been reading a book by David Hawkins titled Power vs. Force. As I was reading, some of
the facts and concepts that it was relating to me struck a familiar cord with me in regard to
Reconnective Healing and how its healing frequencies of information, energy and light are very
similar to what he describes as part of his scientific research.
One of the concepts in Power vs. Force is "high power attractor energy patterns". These are
similar to the concept of "The Law of Attraction" and a book released called "The Secret" which
has to do with setting forth a specific repeated and consistent thought intention in order to
manifest what you want into your life. Power vs. Force also uses the science of Kinesiology
which has to do with determining universal truths for virtually any situation, thing or person
using a process of muscle testing. Following are some thoughts on how these to concepts are
related in my opinion.
Aligning with High Power Attractor Energy Patterns (HPAEP) makes the body go strong and
releases endorphins and have a "tonic effect" or healing on all of the body's organs. These are
life supporting patterns. I believe the frequencies of Reconnective Healing (RH) are these
HPAEP. The healing frequencies of RH help produce higher vibrations which is imperative to
healthy living. RH's high power energy patterns are the source energy, information and light of
life which, by their very nature, see you as complete, as a healthy whole body, soul and spirit
combination. The presence of HPAEP will help you vibrate at a divinely inspired frequency
which holds the information necessary for life itself. The Masters of the ages were completely
aligned with these HPAEP and this is why when you could simply touch their garment or be in
their presence, you could be healed. The Masters saw you as a whole healthy being of light and
therefore the people they healed would start to vibrate at the higher healing frequencies of the
Universe.
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